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The Political Blogosphere and the 2004 U.S. Election: Divided They Blog
Summary

• First analysis of politics and elections on social media.
• 2004 Presidential elections were studied over blogs, particularly 4 A-list bloggers, over a two month period before elections.
  • 12470 posts from the left, and 10414 posts from the right
• Findings:
  • Conservatives and liberals were situated in contrastingly different and disconnected communities.
  • Difference was observed in terms of the news and other external content shared.
  • Conservative blogs were more tightly knit, in terms of links cited.
  • Liberals had stronger reciprocal connections.
  • Conservative blogs occasionally linked to liberal blogs whereas the reverse was not true.
  • Analysis of blog comments indicated stronger association within communities than between communities.
Summary

Figure 1: Community structure of political blogs (expanded set)
Class Exercise 1

Adamic and Glance only analyzed a handful of political bloggers.

a. Would results differ for regular social media users?
b. How about different platforms? Contrast Facebook and Twitter.
Class Exercise II

What is it about social media, particularly Twitter, that makes it suitable for understanding political opinions?
Adamic and Glance only analyzed *connections* between conservatives and liberals. Could language analysis of blog content revealed something different?
Predicting Elections with Twitter: What 140 Characters Reveal about Political Sentiment
Summary

- Predict the 2009 German federal elections with Twitter
- Findings:
  - The tweets’ sentiment (e.g., positive and negative emotions associated with a politician) corresponded closely to voters’ political preferences.
  - LIWC was used
  - The mere number of messages mentioning party reflected the election result
  - Political sentiment analysis reflected the offline political landscape
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Abstract
We connect measures of public opinion measured from polls with sentiment measured from text. We analyze several surveys on consumer confidence and political opinion over the 2008 to 2009 period, and find they correlate to sentiment word frequencies in contemporaneous Twitter messages. While our results vary across datasets, in several cases the correlations are as high as 80%, and capture important large-scale trends. The results highlight the potential of text streams as a substitute and supplement for traditional polling.

Introduction
If we want to know, say, the extent to which the U.S. population likes or dislikes Barack Obama, an obvious thing to do is to ask a random sample of people (i.e., poll). Survey and polling methodology, extensively developed through the 20th century (Krosnick, Judd, and Wittenbrink 2005), gives numerous tools and techniques to accomplish representative public opinion measurement.

With the dramatic rise of text-based social media, millions of people broadcast their thoughts and opinions on a statistics derived from extremely simple text analysis techniques are demonstrated to correlate with polling data on consumer confidence and political opinion, and can also predict future movements in the polls. We find that temporal smoothing is a critically important issue to support a successful model.

Data
We begin by discussing the data used in this study: Twitter for the text data, and public opinion surveys from multiple polling organizations.

Twitter Corpus
Twitter is a popular microblogging service in which users post messages that are very short: less than 140 characters, averaging 11 words per message. It is convenient for research because there are a very large number of messages, many of which are publicly available, and obtaining them is technically simple compared to scraping blogs from the web.
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Abstract

To what extend can one use Twitter in opinion polls for political elections? Merely counting Twitter messages mentioning political party names is no guarantee for obtaining good election predictions. By improving the quality of the document collection and by performing sentiment analysis, predictions based on entity counts in tweets can be considerably improved, and become nearly as good as traditionally obtained opinion polls.

tweets, with the general aim of developing natural language processing tools for automatically analyzing the content of the messages in this new social medium, which comes with its own challenges. When the Dutch Senate elections took place in 2011, we took this as an opportunity to verify the predictive power of tweets.

More concretely, we wanted to test whether by simply counting Twitter messages mentioning political party names we could accurately predict the election outcome. Secondly, we wanted to investigate factors that influence the predictions based on the Dutch tweets.
Social Media Analysis and Public Opinion: The 2010 UK General Election

Abstract

Social media monitoring in politics can be understood by situating it in theories of public opinion. The multi-method study we present here indicates how social media monitoring allow for analysis of social dynamics through which opinions form and shift. Analysis of media coverage from the 2010 UK General Election demonstrates that social media are now being equated with public opinion by political journalists. Building on this, we use interviews with pollsters, social media researchers and journalists to examine the perceived link between social media and public opinion. In light of competing understandings these interviews reveal, we argue for a broadening of the definition of public opinion to include its social dimension.
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Abstract

This study focuses on the uses of Twitter during the elections, examining whether the messages posted online are reflective of the climate of public opinion. Using Twitter data obtained during the official campaign period of the 2011 Singapore General Election, we test the predictive power of tweets in forecasting the election results. In line with some previous studies, we find that during the elections the Twittersphere represents a rich source of data for gauging public opinion and that the frequency of tweets mentioning names of political parties, political candidates and contested constituencies could be used to make predictions about the share of votes at the national level, although the accuracy of the predictions was significantly lower than in the studies done in Germany and the UK. At the level of constituency the predictive power of tweets was much weaker, although still better than chance. The findings suggest that the context in which the elections take place also matters, and that issues like media freedoms, competitiveness of the elections and specifics of the electoral system may lead to certain over- and under-estimations of voting sentiment. The implications for future research are discussed.

Spring” [18] and during the 2009 Iran election protests [4, 12, 21], and at one point the US State Department asked Twitter to delay scheduled maintenance of the service, which would have required downtime, in order to allow Iranians to continue using the service [21].

What is the role of Twitter in political life? Aside from perhaps providing us with direct real-time access to information on demonstrations, protests and revolutions in authoritarian countries, can the Twittersphere help us understand the climate of public opinion around the world?

Given that Twitter is increasingly appropriated for both conversation and collaboration [11], and that tweets can be seen as an electronic word-of-mouth communication [13], it is likely that we can learn something about political sentiment by eavesdropping on these conversations. Typical uses of Twitter, including daily chatter, information sharing, reporting news and conversing [13], can all contain indicators of political opinion and sentiment. This is particularly true during the times of elections, when citizens are more likely to discuss politicians, parties and political issues online. Scholars have argued that Twitter can be used as a “social sensor” to make predictions about electoral outcomes [17]. With 65 million tweets a day by June, 2010 [24], Twitter represents a substantial
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Abstract [en]
Among the many so-called microblogging services that allow their users to describe their current status in short posts, Twitter is probably among the most popular and well known. Since its launch in 2006, Twitter use has evolved and is increasingly used in a variety of contexts. This article utilizes emerging online tools and presents a rationale for data collection and analysis of Twitter users. The suggested approach is exemplified with a case study: Twitter use during the 2010 Swedish election. Although many of the initial hopes for e-democracy appear to have gone largely unfulfilled, the successful employment of the internet during the 2008 US presidential campaign has again raised voices claiming that the internet, and particularly social media applications like Twitter, provides interesting opportunities for online campaigning and deliberation. Besides providing an overarching analysis of how Twitter use was fashioned during the 2010 Swedish election campaign, this study identifies different user types based on how high-end users utilized the Twitter service. By suggesting a novel approach to the study of microblogging and by identifying user types, this study contributes to the burgeoning field of microblog research and gives specific insights into the practice of civic microblogging.
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More Tweets, More Votes: Social Media as a Quantitative Indicator of Political Behavior
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Abstract

Is social media a valid indicator of political behavior? There is considerable debate about the validity of data extracted from social media for studying offline behavior. To address this issue, we show that there is a statistically significant association between tweets that mention a candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives and his or her subsequent electoral performance. We demonstrate this result with an analysis of 542,969 tweets mentioning candidates selected from a random sample of 3,570,054,618, as well as Federal Election Commission data from 795 competitive races in the 2010 and 2012 U.S. congressional elections. This finding persists even when controlling for incumbency, district partisanship, media coverage of the race, time, and demographic variables such as the district’s racial and gender composition. Our findings show that reliable data about political behavior can be extracted from social media.
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Abstract

Using social media for political analysis is becoming a common practice, especially during election time. Many researchers and media are trying to use social media to understand the public opinion and trend. In this paper, we investigate how we could use Twitter to predict public opinion and thus predict American republican presidential election results. We analyzed millions of tweets from September 2011 leading up to the republican primary elections. First we examine the previous methods regarding predicting election results with social media and then we integrate our understanding of social media and propose a prediction model to predict the public opinions towards Republican Presidential Elections. Our results highlight the feasibility of using social media to predict public opinions and thus replace traditional polling.
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Abstract

This paper describes a system for real-time analysis of public sentiment toward presidential candidates in the 2012 U.S. election as expressed on Twitter, a microblogging service. Twitter has become a central site where people express their opinions and views on political parties and candidates. Emerging events or news are often followed almost instantly by a burst in Twitter volume, providing a unique opportunity to gauge the relation between expressed public sentiment and electoral events. In addition, sentiment analysis can help explore how these events affect public opinion. While traditional content analysis takes days or weeks to complete, the system demonstrated here analyzes sentiment in the entire Twitter traffic about the election, delivering results instantly and continuously. It offers the public, the media, politicians and scholars a new and timely perspective on the dynamics of the electoral process and public opinion.

have developed a tool for real-time analysis of sentiment expressed through Twitter, a microblogging service, toward the incumbent President, Barack Obama, and the nine republican challengers - four of whom remain in the running as of this writing. With this analysis, we seek to explore whether Twitter provides insights into the unfolding of the campaigns and indications of shifts in public opinion.

Twitter allows users to post tweets, messages of up to 140 characters, on its social network. Twitter usage is growing rapidly. The company reports over 100 million active users worldwide, together sending over 250 million tweets each day (Twitter, 2012). It was actively used by 13% of on-line American adults as of May 2011, up from 8% a year prior (Pew Research Center, 2011). More than two thirds of U.S. congress members have created a Twitter account and many are actively using Twitter to reach their constituents (Lassen & Brown, 2010; TweetCongress, 2012). Since October 12, 2012, we have gathered over 36 million tweets about the 2012 U.S. presidential candidates, a quarter million per day on average. During one of the key political events, the Dec 15, 2011 primary debate in Iowa, we collected more
What is Twitter, a Social Network or a News Media?
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ABSTRACT

Twitter, a microblogging service less than three years old, commands more than 41 million users as of July 2009 and is growing fast. Twitter users tweet about any topic within the 140-character limit and follow others to receive their tweets. The goal of this paper is to study the topological characteristics of Twitter and its power as a new medium of information sharing.

We have crawled the entire Twitter site and obtained 41.7 million user profiles, 1.47 billion social relations, 4,262 trending topics, and 106 million tweets. In its follower-following topology analysis, we have found a non-power-law follower distribution, a short effective diameter, and low reciprocity, which all mark a deviation from known characteristics of human social networks [28]. In order to identify influential nodes on Twitter, we have ranked users by the number of followers and by PageRank and found two rankings to be similar. Ranking by retweets differs from the previous ranking, indicating a gap in influence inferred from the number of followers and that from the popularity of one’s tweets. We have analyzed the tweets of top trending topics and reported on their temporal behavior and user participation. We have classified the trending topics based on the active period and the tweets and show that the majority (over 85%) of topics are headline news or persistent news in nature. A closer look at retweets reveals that any retweeted tweet is to reach an average of 1,000 users no matter what the number of followers is of the original tweet. Once retweeted, a tweet gets retweeted almost instantly on next hops, signifying fast diffusion of information after the 1st retweet.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first quantitative study on the entire Twittersphere and information diffusion on it.

1. INTRODUCTION

Twitter, a microblogging service, has emerged as a new medium in spotlight through recent happenings, such as an American student jailed in Egypt and the US Airways plane crash on the Hudson river. Twitter users follow others or are followed. Unlike on most online social networking sites, such as Facebook or MySpace, the relationship of following and being followed requires no reciprocation. A user can follow any other user, and the user being followed need not follow back. Being a follower on Twitter means that the user receives all the messages (called tweets) from those the user follows. Common practice of responding to a tweet has evolved into well-defined markup culture: RT stands for retweet, '@' followed by a user identifier address the user, and '#' followed by a word represents a hashtag. This well-defined markup vocabulary combined with a strict limit of 140 characters per posting conveniences users with brevity in expression. The retweet mechanism empowers users to spread information of their choice beyond the reach of the original tweet’s followers.

How are people connected on Twitter? Who are the most influential people? What do people talk about? How does information diffuse via retweet? The goal of this work is to study the topological characteristics of Twitter and its power as a new medium of information sharing. We have crawled 41.7 million user profiles, 1.47 billion social relations, and 106 million tweets. We begin with the network analysis and study the distributions of followers and followings, the relation between followers and tweets, reciprocity, degrees of separation, and homophily. Next we rank users by the number of followers, PageRank, and the number of retweets and present quantitative comparison among them. The ranking by
Hypothesis testing, statistical significance, descriptive methods, experimental approach
Chance of winning

Hillary Clinton 71.4%
Donald Trump 28.6%

Map of the United States with states colored in shades of blue and red indicating the chance of winning for each candidate.
"I Wanted to Predict Elections with Twitter and all I got was this Lousy Paper"
Balanced Survey on Election Prediction using Twitter Data

Daniel Gayo-Avello

(Submitted on 28 Apr 2012)

Predicting X from Twitter is a popular fad within the Twitter research subculture. It seems both appealing and relatively easy. Among such electoral prediction is maybe the most attractive, and at this moment there is a growing body of literature on such a topic. This is not a research problem but, above all, it is extremely difficult. However, most of the authors seem to be more interested in claiming positive results, providing sound and reproducible methods. It is also especially worrisome that many recent papers seem to only acknowledge those studies of the idea of Twitter predicting elections, instead of conducting a balanced literature review showing both sides of the matter. After reading these papers I have decided to write such a survey myself. Hence, in this paper, every study relevant to the matter of electoral prediction using Twitter is commented. From this review it can be concluded that the predictive power of Twitter regarding elections has been greatly exaggerated and the research problems still lie ahead.

Comments: 13 pages, no figures. Annotated bibliography of 25 papers regarding electoral prediction from Twitter data
Subjects: Computers and Society (cs.CY); Computation and Language (cs.CL); Social and Information Networks (cs.SI); Physics and Society (physics.soc-ph)
Cite as: arXiv:1204.6441 [cs.CY]
(or arXiv:1204.6441v1 [cs.CY] for this version)
Can Collective Sentiment Expressed on Twitter Predict Political Elections?
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Abstract

Research examining the predictive power of social media (especially Twitter) displays conflicting results, particularly in the domain of political elections. This paper applies methods used in studies that have shown a direct correlation between volume/sentiment of Twitter chatter and future electoral results in a new dataset about political elections. We show that these methods display a series of shortcomings, that make them inadequate for determining whether social media messages can predict the outcome of elections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coakley</th>
<th>Brown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#tweets</td>
<td>52,116</td>
<td>44,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>53.86</td>
<td>46.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The share of tweets for each candidate in the MAsen10 data set, in a six day period before election day.

Data, Results, Analysis

Data Collection

The 2010 US Senate special election in Massachusetts (“MAsen10”) was held on January 19th, 2010 between the democratic candidate, Martha Coakley and the republican candidate, Scott Brown. Using the Twitter streaming API, we collected tweets that contained either or both candidates’ names. There were 234,697 tweets from 56,165 unique users collected from January 13 to January 20, 2010. The collected data was passed through a series of preprocessing steps in order to remove extraneous material. Hashtags, account names and links to web sites were removed. Contractions were replaced by their full form and emoticons such as “:)” were replaced by named tags, e.g. <happy>. 

Introduction

Many studies have shown the promise of using social media communication to predict the future. The microblogging and social networking service Twitter, which allows its users to publish short, 140-character messages, has been used as a data source for successfully predicting box office revenue for movies (Asur and Huberman 2010), as well as predicting stock market performance (Bollen, Mao, and Zeng 2010). In the realm of politics, however, the existing work relevant to the predictive power of Twitter chatter volume is conflicting. In Germany, the share of tweets alone, could accurately
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Abstract

User generated content has experienced an explosive growth both in the diversity of applications and the volume of topics covered by its users. Content published in micro-blogging systems like Twitter is thought to be feasibly data-mined in order to “take the pulse” of society. Recently, a number of positive studies have been published praising the goodness of relatively simple approaches to sampling, opinion mining, and sentiment analysis. This paper will attempt to play devil’s advocate by detailing a study in which such simple approaches largely overestimated Obama’s victory in the 2008 U.S. Presidential Elections. A thorough post-mortem of that experiment has been conducted and several important lessons have been extracted.
Debate Exercise

Social media is a powerful instrument for political (election) prediction. And here’s why...

Using social media for political (election) prediction is flawed. And here’s why...
Prediction Engine

Prediction = Probability

✗ Hillary Clinton will win the 2016 US Presidential election

✓ 27% chance Hillary Clinton will win the 2016 US Presidential election
Why Social Media Can’t Predict Elections

- Post-hoc analysis, not real prediction
- Demographics not considered
- The people who tweet may not be the people who vote
- There’s no way to count votes on Twitter – even your neighbor’s dog has a Twitter profile
- Chance is not a valid baseline because incumbency tends to play a major role in most of the elections
- All the tweets are assumed to be trustworthy. That is, the presence of rumors, propaganda, misleading information, sarcasm, humor is ignored.
- Self-selection bias is simply ignored. People tweet on a voluntary basis and, therefore, data is produced only by those politically active.
Ideal Prediction Engine

- Predict (nearly) anything – General purpose
- Accurate
- Real-time
- Cost effective
- Rewards information, not
  - Raw computational power
  - Persuasion, power, conviction
Combining Various Data

**Passive**
- Fundamental: E.g. statistical model based on past election results, incumbency, presidential approval ratings, economic indicators, etc.
- Social media: Twitter, Facebook
- Corporate: search, page-views, comments, etc.

**Active**
- Polls
- Prediction Markets
- Experts
The papers we read primarily use observational data for prediction. Note all focus on retrospective prediction. What are the problems with this approach? How to fix this problem?
Reflections

- Tough to generalize successes – specific cases, particular platforms. (How) would this work for:
  - Multi-state process (e.g., US Primaries)?
  - General elections?
  - Surveillance state/government censorship?
- Despite ongoing challenges, social media will surely play a key role in the future of accurate election prediction